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SU Holds Info Day Accred ifafion-Don'f Despair 
By Sue Lawson . 
The BSC Student Union will hold 
an Information Da>" Feb. 22 from 
11:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon in the S.U. 
foyer. The purpose of the exercise is 
to inform students of the many 
reasons why a semester fee increase 
of $5.00 is necessary to keep the 
Union functioning. 
Speaking to the Student 
Government Association this week, 
Union Director Rick Veno stated 
that the rate was set in 1969 when 
the Union was built, and the buying 
power has diminished considerably 
since then due to an increased 
A Parable 
inflation rate of the dollar. 
"We have a banking system 
similar to the average individual," 
Vena explained. "Any money not 
spent by the end of the year goes 
into a reserve fund which is like a 
savings account. We operate on a 
budget which is like a checking 
account. 
"Well, this year we had to draw 
$20,000 out of our reserve fund to 
balance our spending on such items 
as programming (including 
concerts; lectures, social college 
functions), salaries, video and audio 
Good Leader 
Troubled Land 
By Harold. Ridlon 
Once there was a sizable assemblage of human beings who had 
gathered at one place to seek the truth. And they had a leader who said 
to them, "Community--the coming together of people to develop 
common goals and share common interests through good will and 
justice--is fast disappearing from the society at large. But let us here, at 
:.. . , . this place, in this time, working to[!cthE:r, demonstr~".i~tDth~ worldthat. if 
. ·'~.JilQJII.\.~i,itllf!l~_:~~g;~hli,,1;i~lifiOOJi::~~i1f:~~J~iji(dS;;,' 
econorriic,btculttiraJ dusters of people outside this place, it cariatIeast 
flourish here. . 
We have much to build on: a century-old tradition of ministration to 
others; a mutual respect and affection; a desire to go from this place 
prepared to give ourselves in the service of others. 
We have but two enemies in this struggle, ignorance and malice. 
Against them, no true community~-nor individual--has any real defense. 
But let us together devise structures that will at least help to minimiz e 
the impact of their onslauqhts. If you will be a true college community, 
then I can be a good leader." 
He then set about, working tirelessly, to assure every individual in this 
community that his voice would be heard, and that he would pledge 
himself to be responsive to whatever distinct voice spoke out to shape 
contructively, the processes and policies of the community. He caution 
ed its members frequently, however, by the mildest of admonitions, that 
it was not nature alone that abhorred a vacuum; that if the members of 
the community failed to exercise the opportunities they had themselves 
been fully encouraged to create, then hostile forces from within or 
without the college community might conceivably victimize individuals 
and groups alike, and gradually could errode the communal stracture, 
'for no comml.lnity can be strong unless its individual parts are strong 
also. 
H~ urged his colleagues at every level of involvement to initiate, to 
instigate, to promote, to stimulate, to propose the ways by which they 
would live harmoniously and productively together, and serve the 
common good. 
He implied repeatedly that if he himself were compelled by the apathy 
or inertia of others to initiate, instigate, promote, or propose, then his 
very role as caretaker of the community would inevitably become 
transformed into ruler, and the community, capable of functioning by 
consensus through its own will and judgment, would becomea medre 
pyramid of obligatory reactions, a line-ahd-staff structure that would 
require--simply inorder for things to get done~-some person or persons to 
make arbitrary decisions which would then have to becarried out, right 
down the line: general to colonel, colonel to major, major to captain, 
captain to lieutenant, right on down to the lowliest buck Rrivate. 
He implied repeatedly that armies were run that way, but that college 
communities were not armies. Actually, they were more nearly like 
cooperatives or mutual aid societies, both of which must have some 
overall administration if they are to work at all, but must always 
underscore the fact that administration is the servant of the community, 
and is ever subject to its will. He conceded that, in the very nature of 
things, his~-and by extension, the community's·-autonomy was limited by 
the decrees from outside that he was sworn to support, but he 
emphasized, time and time again, by both words and actions, that those 
decrees were not immutable; that a concerted voice from the.community 
.- itself could actively shape that external decree-making process .. 
If. this were to occur, however, the public will must !Je made 
unmistakably clear, else the vacuum would befilled by an oligarchy at 
best, or at worst, by a tyrant who, benevolent though he may be ,could 
never be as effective as a well~informed, kindly-disposed, industrious 
citizenry. He reminded them too, through fifteen years of devoted and 
dedicated service to the highest principles of the community and to the 
well-being of its members, that the truth they sought, the education they 
(cont. pg. 3) 
equipment, Rathskeller equipment, 
basic building repairs, Hobby Shop 
items, furniture and vandalism. 
"This situation is such that each 
year our buying power would 
diminish over the last year ." 
He added that maybe the Student 
Union fee should have been 
increased when other fees went up, 
but the Union staff felt that they 
should hold back until it was 
necessary beyond any doubt. 
The SGA is sponsoring a 
referendum on the increase next 
week and before voting the student 
body should know the issues 
involved. 
"That is the purpose of the 
information day," Rick said. 
On February Bth at precisely 1:30 
p. m., Dr. Rondileau officially 
announced to the College 
Community that the secondary 
education program at Bridgewater, 
as well as, the K-12 programs in Art 
and Physical Education, would not 
be re-accreditated by the National 
Council for Accreditation of 
Teacher Education, or as it is known 
more simply.-(NCATE. 
The first reaction for many 
students who are involved in these 
programs here at Bridgewater was 
panic. A massive raid was planned 
on the Registrar's Office. Images 
akin to Wall Street on "Black 
Tuesday" were conjured in the 
minds of many frantic students and 
professors too, who felt that no 
accreditation by NCATE meant no 
job after graduation, or worse yet--
no more secondary education and 
physical education programs! 
Because of such confusion in 
regards to the whold business 
regarding NCATE, it is necessary to 
discern the fact from the fiction. 
Paragraphs one, two and four of a 
letter explaining NCATE's decision 
for Bridgewater, which the 
President sent out to the college, 
state the following: 
We have received word from the 
National Council for Accreditation 
of Teacher Education thai: the 
accreditation process has been 
completed. Bridgewater State 
College is accredited for programs 
to prepare elementary teachers 
(including special education 
teachers) at the Baccalaureate 
degree level through September 1, 
(cont, pg. 3) 




SGA has recent~y hired two lawyers, Stephen Wise (left) and John Fraser (right), They offer 
student,S help. In matter~ ~uch as lawyer-t,:nant complaints, legal-medical ..problems, 
dO!Destlc relatIons and crlmmal offenses. TheIr office hours are posted outside the SGA 
offices.' ..
Antifreeze /orYour Car 
by Dan Bailey 
The cooling system is generally 
the most neglected part of your car. 
OHand dirty antifreeze can actually 
be 'harmful . to :your engine. 
Antifreeze is basically an organic 
chemical, ethyleneglycoi, with rust 
inhibitors added. Water freezes at 
32 degrees F and pure antifreeze 
freezes at B .. 5F, but when a 50-50 
mixture of antifreeze and water· is 
made the mixture. freezes at a 
temperature of minus 40 degrees F 
to minus 50 F. Many people are not 
aware that it is a mixture of 
antifreeze. and water which 
produces a safe level of protection 
for . your . car. The . best ratio is 
approximately 65% antifreeze to 
35% water. This will give you a 
freezing point of about -65F. As you 
exceed. this amount of antifreeze 
your freezing point will start to climb 
back to zero.If you know that you 
have pure antifreeze in your car 
drain some out and add water. 
.. When water freezes it will expand, 
causing enough pressure to crack 
your engine block. When 
freezes,by far the lesser of the two 
evils, it· will contract. It is quite 
difficult, most of the time, to discern 
whether youfengine contains pure 
antifreeze or a mixture. A device 
similar to a battery hydrometer is 
used to check the level of protection 
of the coolant. It again measures the 
specific gravity of the solution 
correlating the specific gravity to 
temperature .. But this device has. a 
':f",Uit because pure antifreeze 
registers the highest specific gravity 
on the h~,drometer which will give a 
reading of -65F when in actuality the 
coolant will freeze at a.5F above, 
zero! 
Depending on the length of 
endurement, the type of antifreeze 
used, and the type of driving done, 
the rust inhibitors in your antifreeze 
will last one to four years. The major 
cause of this breakdown is - water. 
The minerals and dissolved 
compounds in tap water react with 
the rust inhibitors eventually 
breaking them down and forming 
corrosive acids. This speeds up the 
electrochemical reaction of rusting. 
(cont. pg. 4) 
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EDITORIAL 
Your Support 
Under the COMMENT mast head it states that the newspaper "is a 
student supported and operated weekly." 
This is not altogether true. Student support, lately, has not been 
forthcoming. 
It seems that issue after issue, only a mere handful of students support 
the paper in writing, content, photography and physical make-up. 
This is the only publication on campus that comes out on a weekly 
basis. This paper is sent to colleges and educators across then nation. It 
represents, in one small way, the schools image. However, it seems that 
lately it only represents the image of five to seven people, those involved 
enough to dedicate ten to fifteen hours weekly on the papers content and 
policies. 
This is not the COMMENT staff paper but the student's and faculty's. 
It belongs to us all as it has since 1927. The staff only tries to report on 
current campus issues objectively and editorialy. 
We are volunteers and we need volunteers. 
Through our work on the newspaper we are viewed as student 
leaders. It is flattering to think of ourselves as leaders, thank you, but we 
view our positions as reporters and photographers- college journalists. 
We therefore ask for support in every and any way possible from 
freshmen_,a.::.~Lupperdassmen, from younger and older students. 
More Tickets 
Commentary: Doug Schorr Promising when he took the job as police chief to make the campus 
security force more visible, Randy Graca has accomplished that fact 
through the issuance of parking tickets. 
Often turning into a contest of trying to outwit the police, there are a 
few nooks and crannies around the campus where you can illegally park The Kangaroo Court 
undisturbed for the day. 
To park or not to park, that is the 
Recently. in one of these "safe" areas, a student received a ticket from question. Whether 'tis nobler to 
the campus police. When confronted, Graca said that the security force park and receive a three-dollar 
had no right to affix the violation, but he would do nothing to eliminate parking ticket or 'tis smarter to 
the problem. leave your car at home remains to 
This "take it to court" attitude does not reflect the .... open door" or ~een. Parking your car is one of the 
however, this is just not the case. 
From my conversations with the 
students, it seems that most of them 
have very critical words for the 
campus police with the way they 
. handle the parking situation. Hatred 
This brings up another problem. 
Rather than towing your· car to let 
you know that they don't want you 
parking on campus, anymore, . 
wouldn't it make more sense to 
leave . a' note on the automobile 
"encouraging" closer relationship with student's policy the chief initiated necessities or going to college, b~~ 
las~ ~:::~ue;~nt ran into some transportati~n;';~bl~~~!l~~:i~~~±~:~i,. .... the ~~,;;:~h~ioiithleimij· ,.th~e~o~i.ce.ris.a~re~j-ulst~a.1 
his car would not operate. Not having the money to afford a tow-and- Bridgewater State College. Officers nuisance to be put up with. 
repair, he left his car parked in one of the campus-proper parking lot;. Sulliva~ and Cahill have dealt with 
The police tagged the vehicle day and night compoundmg the student s the whole thing so commically that 
problems. it's turned into a Kangaroo Court. 
Is this what "close relations" is all about? Can anyone, especially these 
officers, justify giving parking tickets 
between 2:00 A.M. and 4:00 A.M.? A 
few friends of mine and myself have 
received more than one ticket with 
that time printed on it. What is the 
significance of giving a 'ticket 
between those hours? Are classes in 
session at that time? Does it give 
these officers a sense of pride to 
know that they are doing their job? 
It is nice that' the force recently hired eight students as parking lot 
monitors, but the chief did promise to bend when problem situatio.ns 
arise. 
Everyone wants to park as close to classrooom buildings as possible, 
witness the helter-skelter parking patterns of the Great Hill lot. 
Prime spaces should be given to faculty. their time is a bit. more 
valuable, than the students. But it isti,me that the chief found solu~ions to 
the parking problems of the campus rather than blindly enforcmg the 
rules. . 
Maybe parking ~paces should be taken ort a first come basis. 
Due to limited space and number 
of cars involved, this college among 
others, have had to deal with the 
parking by distributing stickers to 
keep things running orderly. When , 
classes are in session, giving parking 
The program is riot working buthandingout parking tickets is not the 
answer. 
Letters to the Editor 
To The Editor; 
In regards to your article on over 
twenty twos, keep up the good work 
we need all the encouragement we 
can get. 
I personally feel very unhappy 
over the loss' of' Dean Breslin, she 
was one of our staunchest 
supporters and helpers. Enclosed is 
a verse' voicing some' of us older 
students fears and concerns. 
This old lady goes to school. 
Do you think her a fool? 
Carries her books in a pack. 
You can't mean on her back. 
Are her pants faded blue jean. 
Are her pants faded bue jean? 
Will she find professors mean? 
She'll be forty no matter what 
And definitely out of her rut. 
Old grandma is off her rocker, 
but not quite ready for a walker. 
She 'too scurries from class to class 
Sometimes she feels as a lass, 
Across the lawn up the stair, 
Her homework done with care. 
Onward upward to Boyden Hall, 
In hopes her ego doesn't fall. 
And spongy mind will saturate 
The . knowledge to graduate. 
tickets is justified; but I've never 
heard of any othercoUege giving 
tickets out' after say, 5:00 P.M. 
Considering that. this college is 
made up of mostly commuters, 
Sincerely Yours, there is no problem after that hour, 
Evelyt'l R. Flynn especially at 3:00 A.M. Who would-
Class of 78. the parking problem beat that hour 
- crickets? How many people do you 
know would have a hard time finding 
a parking space at that hour? 
Officers Sullivan and Cahill are 
sharing the leading roles in .. a 
A Note Of Thanks "Comedy of Errors," and the 
The Carpenter Shop would like tc- fun~iest part abou~ it is that they 
extend their thanks to thOSE don t even know It. They should 
members of the college communit~ both be nominated for Oscars for 
who' helped make Fhe "Joshua' their impersonations of police 
concert Wednesday night C officers. 
success. Special thanks to all thE 
people iIi..the Director's Office whc Talking with students from other 
guided us with patience and helpful colleges, we all agreed that the most 
soggestions, and helped make the efficiently run campus police were 
concert possible. We would also like the ones that tried to get tokn()w 
to thank the members of the banc1 the students, helping them if 
"Joshua" for their faithful dedication possible, before discip,lining them. 
to spreading the good news of Jesus They told me that at their respective 
Christ among the Bridgewater State colleges, for the most part, that that 
College students. . 'was the. w.ay it was. 
The Carpente~ Shop. ,At Bridgewater .. St~te. Gollese 
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Accreditation 
(cont. from pg. 1) 
September 39, 1977, at which time 
a new listing of schools and the 
areas in which they are accreditated 
by the Council will be published. 
In talking with Dean Anderson on 
Monday, it was learned that thd 
school is preparing to appeal to the 
NCATE board. While the appeal is 
in process, present accreditation 
status will continue. This means 
that our accreditation status sith 
N CA TE will last beyond the 
September 30 date, if the appeal is 
still in process, so that graduates of 
the class of 1978 will most likely 
graduate under the NeATE 
umbrella. 
As Dr. Rondileau mentioned in 
his letter, it is hoped that 
Bridgewater will have NCA TE 
accreditation back by the Spring of 
1979, which would take care of 
graduates in that class and for ten 
years hence. 
The NCATE team visited 
Bridgewater in March 1976. The 
team members conducted 
,interviews with students, faculty 
and administrators. They visited 
classrooms, read reports 
concerning the structure of the 
division of Professionla Educational 
'at the College and got an overall 
picture of BSC as a college which 
prepares teachers in various levels 
and areas of education. 
The team then took all the data 
Gil Bliss 
they had collected from their visit 
and compiled a report; a copy of this 
was received by President 
Rondileau in April, 1976. 
This report was subject to review 
by the NCATE council, which is 
made up of 24 individuals from top 
education associations around the 
country. 
The report contai,ned chapters 
concerning: the general character-
istics of Bridgewater; character-
istics of basic education programs; 
evaluations of students who have 
graduated from Bridgewater 
programs; and a summary which 
included Team ratings. 
All areas of the team ratings 
pointed out the strengths and 
weaknesses of the various 
education programs. 
In the programs denied 
accreditation, Bridgewater received 
immediate steps were taken to 
make further requisite changes, 
insofar as possible, prior to the 
January 10th meeting. WE now 
have learned that "the (Review) 
Board was governed by a policy of 
determining conditions at the ftime 
of the visit (March. 1976}; evidence 
of change and improvement since 
that time was considered 
encouraging but could not be 
considered." Therefore, 
accreditation of our secondary 
JJrograms and K-12 art and physical 
Roundabout 
Next Wednesday, former Harvard professor·acid guru Timothy Leary, will speak at the Student Union Auditorium. Leary is a sad relic of the pyshedelic era, apparently one trip too many has left talk of space visitors and other figments of a deteriorated imagination. Leary was 
associates in exchange for will speak bn American 
culture since 1945, a subject which, despite his recent afflictions, he is 
emminentIy qualified to discuss. Although he has had his troubles lately, Leary is still a significant reminder of a crucial period in our history, an important period in our history, and one would do well to take the time to ' hear the man speak. 
The S. U. Program Committee is doing a fine job obtaining 
entertainment this semester and will continue in this trend on April 6th 
when they presentthe, highly respected Paul Winter Group here in the 
auditorium. The' concert features a form of classical jazz which can be described in such simple terms as beautiful and spellbinding. We are fortunate to be able to partake of such fine quality acts at a low price in 
our own backyard. Check for details. 
Upcoming concerts worthy of note include appearances by: Genesis; Gentle Giant and Renaissance; AI Stewart; Marshall Tucker Band; Bruce Springstein; Jethro TuIl; and the Electrid Light Orchestra, to 
name a few. Tickets are available 10caIiy at Open Door in Westgate Mall 
and at the box offices. 
f"FiYe1f;6f1:h~<~~J1!e old acne commercials? Tired of Fernando and the Disco Duck~\ri.tne to 91.5FM, WBIM, your campus progressive, non· 
commercial radio station .. 
The U.S. Bicentennial has gone to pot in Hebron, Connecticut, 
outraging some local residents. According to the, Christian Science' Monitor, townspeople are upset by the disclosure that·tV{o marijuana joints and a pot pipe were buried in the.town's Bicentennial time capsule 
last month. 
Some folks, including local Historical Society Member Henrietta' Green, are demanding that the time capsule be dug up. Charles Green, 
"We':re breaking the law just by.rying marijuana in the ground." Butthe He"bron Bicentennial Commission is refusing to bidge. Says Chairman John Sibun," We feel all the items put there were equal, and that it is not 
right to take Orle out of perspective." A commission statemeni'expiains thatthe capsule's contents "reflact a cross section oftoday's society and 
culture." 
. Some of the other items buried in the capsule also are me~tingwith: frowns from the townspeople, The items, as donated by local residents 
and unscreened .by the Bicentennial Commission, include an empty toothpaste container, an adhesive bandage and a bubble· gum wrapper.. 
The ski resort town of Ironwood, Michigan, has volunteered to send some of its 1-2 feet of snow to Colorado. In a cable to Colorado governor Richard Lamm, the Ironwood Chamber of Commerce offered to ship 
snoW by mail to any dry Colorado resorts, as long as Colorado pays the 
cost involved. There was no immediate response from Lamm. 
Airing of the television dramatic series "Roots" has caused a dramatic increase· in the number of Americans who want to research their own family histories at the National Archives. Alex Haley's story which began 
with a visit to the Archives in washington, D.C., has inspired 
unprecedented numbers of both Blacks and whites to visit the agency to 
research their own family histories. 
. Meanwhile, officers of Doubleday report 'that well over 600,000 copies 
of "Roots" have been sold during the past six months. The book goes into its 12th printing early this month.' ' 
education programs has been 
denied for the time being. W' e 
were informed, however, that 
"continuing improvement in the 
areas they noted would lead to 
accreditation in the future." 
Please note that this does not 
affect our other accreditation or 
other approvai of programs. 
Specifically, (1) this does not 
affect certification of any of our 
programs in the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts, nor (2) does it 
affect the programs favorably 
evaluated last spring by I.C.C. (Interstate Certification 
Compact). This Compact, 
together with the reciprocity 
which exists between I.C.C. and 
NASDTEC (National Asso-
cition of State Directors of 
Teacher Certification and 
Placement) includes 32 states 
and the District of Columbia. 
The letter also states that the 
President hopes to have NCATE 
accreditation for Bridgewater back 
by Spring of 1979. 
NCATE accreditation lasts ten 
years. BSC was last accredidated 
by the Council in 1966. Our present 
NCATE accreditation status for 
secondary education programs 
including K-12 programs in art and 
physical education will last through 
1986. 
Judgment regarding our 
secondary programs, including K-12 
programs in art and physical 
education, was initially withheld 
pending evaluation by a Review 
Board, which met in Chicago, 
January 10, 1977. Upon receipt of 
the original notice in October 1976, 
superior ratings in all' areas 
concerning the q 'Uality of the 
professional education compon-
ents the quality of the acad ernie 
components, and the quality of the 
students. 
The first category was due to the 
tight fiscat situation of the school. 
The second, and most important, ' 
was due to the fact that the NCATE 
team saw no single program admin· 
istrative unit having authority and 
responsibility for controlling the 
total secondary educationprogram. 
This has since been rectified by 
Dr. Rondileau. In a memo dated 
January 6, which was sent to all 
Divisional Directors and 
Department Chairmen, he stated 
that as of that date he had 
"designated the' Department of. 
Seconda'ry Education as an 
administrative department, with the 
Division of Professional Education, 
which (now) has primary 
responsibility for . the Secondary 
Education Program." 
Most of the above is pretty 
confusing upon first reading, 
however is necessary for 
clarification of the situation . . . 
How's.that for contradiction? 
Bridgewater had, before NCATE 
'came to be, and will continue. to 
have in the future, a fine reputation 
as a teacher training institution. 
Dr. Rondileau . sent another 
memo out to the Colege 
Community on Valentines Day, and 
. this explains the difference between 
accreditation and certification. 
In order' to receive accreditation 
from, . NCA TE or any other 
accreditation agency. an institution 
must ask for it. and must pay a 
substantial fee. 
Certification standards, on the 
othrr hand, are set by the individual 
states. In order to teach in a 
particular state, an individual must 
meet its certification standards. 
W hen an ins tit uti 0 n is 
accredidated by NCATE, ICC or 
NASTEC, it means that the 
students who graduate from thzt 
institution are automatically 
certifiable to teach in· those states 
whlchaccept graduation from such 
an accredited institution as 
. egll~valeryt~ ~o s~ti~fying ~lJ.e sp<?cific 
certification 'standards' of the state. 
'(cont. pg. 4) 
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ljbood Leader 
Troubled Land 
(cont. from pg, 1) 
were mutually bound to one another to promote, was not confined to the 
classroom alone; but rather that every situation that occurred in the 
community offered yet another chance for its members to mature, individually and communally. As an educator himself he had an 
unblemished record of converting into an educational experince every 
single event that provided a springboard for learning and growth, and he 
cherished the desire that those involved in that learning process would 
not only grasp its significance intellectually, but would also convert those ideas into actions, the true end of all valid education. To dramatize and demonstrate the validity of this thesis, he struggled to provide, against almost overwhelming odds, what personnel and 
material the community needed in its quest for identity, self-confidence, 
and service to others. Because of the ubiquity and anonymity of the 
outside forces against which he frequently found himself,Jitted, he was 
regarded by some, even within the community, as a tilter at windmills, a 
seeker of indefinable entities. But he knew what was there, and he was 
often able to flush out the windmill keeper to gain buildings, money, land, 
and reputation for the community. Always modest about his own 
achievements, he repeatedly insisted on attributing to those around him the credit for the accomplishment. And many believed this generous deception. 
Regrettably, despite the vision, the charity, the optimism, and the industry of the leader, a tragic pattern, common to all political (in Aristotle's sense of the word) bodies began to emerge. Weary, 
someitmes, of the failure of his communal fellows to grasp the high 
vision, to follow the close to impossible dream, he nonetheless 
endeavored to utilize partly completed structures, to consult partly 
enlightened colleagues, every hopeful that the dream could still be 
realized, that the holy grail, the chalice of enlightened and benevolent 
self-determination, could still be found. 
He struggled against massive anti-intellectualism (nati-humanism, 
really) from outside the community in the form of political pressure to keep members of the community from their rightful status in the society· 
at-large. He stood constatntly as a buffer between those negative forces 
and the community members he represented. And his voice was powerful, but it often got lost in the Babel of contradictory voices coming 
out of his own community--disunited, contentious, self·seeking, and imperceptive. 
He made some mistakes,and he erroneously condoned some 
mistakes made by thos~ whose advice he had sought and trusted, often because of his innate generosity of spirit. But the clearest indication of his immense achievement as a leader was that when mistakes were made 
and the members of the community reacted against them, he himself was 
always ready to respond to that will, that vision, which his own ideaoligical concept of the college community had implanted among its 
members. That the protests came, that they were heeded, testilies to the 
. . MaIice andighorance are' with' us still. They always will be. The vision 
of the ideal community is still inevitably obscure in the minds of many at 
all levels of responsibility. Individual self-interest, a desire to create impressions, the greed for power, the willingness to sacrifice common good for personal gain, the petty nit-picking, the ungenerous impulse to 
revile others while exalting onesel{~· all these still persist. 
But the vision is stlll there too. In his remaining years as a great leader 
of a community not without great leaders in the past, he looked to those 
about him for signs of courage, foresight, compatability, wisdom, and' 
creative incentive he had tried over the years to develop, 
Where there was dissension, he urged cooperation; where there was 
apathy, he encouraged action; where there was emnity he pleaded for love; and where there was division, he sought unity. Whatever would become of the community when he was no longer part of it, he could look back on a career that snide comments, callous cartoons and vituperative 
editorials could never mar. 
He had been true to his own convictions and to the high ideals of the 
college community he had sought so strenuously to create not for himself, but for those generations that would follow after. 
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To Robert Redford, Your valentine carnie" I bet you never thought you 
carnation was much appreciated. You're would get a personal from me. Thanks 
a real charmer at heart! Love, Rm 127 for being the person you are. Even if you 
Shea. do make my hair stick up when you twist 
To Jim (from Chelmsford) Don't know U 
very well, illst wanted to say I had a great 
time dancing with U at the 'Venus"'. 
Thank you!! Hope you didn't drown in 
the pool, Fri. Love, Kathy. PS: You have 
nice I'sl 
it you are still chitas. Get a new uni a little 
high on your neck so Jackie can't tease 
you. Put an "){" on your door. Sometime 
we'II have to go out drin king. 111 get you a 
pint of S.C. and 111 get a six of Miche!ob. 
Maybe if you put something in your 
stomach it won't make as much noise. 
Thanks for the great time. Have you very 
much, Tough Clough 
for sale 
2 F78x14 Sears 2 ply tires in excellent 
condition. Only used a couple months. 
Bought for $50 for pair, will sell $25 for 
pair. Will fit Plymouth Duster and other 
comparable Chrysler cars. Call Mark at 
697-8486 after 5 pm. 
1967 GMC Handi·van. Six cylinder, 
three speed standard with newly rebuilt 
carborator. Runs great. Medium bright 
blue with custom windows and wheels. 
The body has been ziebarted and is in 
good shape. $850. Call Jim Gorman at 
447-6205 after 6 pm. 
1973 MGB. Blue with black convertible 
top, AM-FM radio, spoke wheels, new 
batteries, under 26,000 miles, $2200. Call 
587-6847 after 6 pm. 
GAF Super 8 movie camera, never been 
used! Includes 1 roll of color film. Still in 
original box! Call 822-0522, ask for Sue. 
SonyTC~10 car stereo cassette player, 
locking fast forward and rewind, 6 watts 
per channel, complete slide mount 
bracket and instructions. In great 
condition, ready: to install, $40. Call 
Mike, 963·3609 after 6 pm. 
Minolta SRT 202 camera body and case, 
new. $170. Contact Judy at ext. 280. 
wanted 
Rights to a locker in Student Union-will 
pay. Please contact the ctd manager at 
the Comment. . 
Need money anyone? Well sell your 
previously owned records, tapes, 45's 
and -cassettes. Call The Vinyl Junkie 
anytime at 947·7154. 
Lost~two rings in area of Boyden Hajj, 0-
room.One Braintree High School ring 
1978. Initials JTB. The other-gold with 
blue stone. Contact: Jane, 843-1736. Call 
after 3 pm. REWARD. 
Lost: A pair of glasses in a brown leather 
case. The glasses have brown colored 
frames. with a dash of light brown 
through them. If found,· bring them .to 
I_nfo d~sk in Student Union or drop me a 
Im~: Jim Barrington, 74 Wall St., 
Bridgewater, Ma. 02324. ' 
Keys found in B·20 Feb 7. Contact Office 
of StUdent Affairs. , 
-------.. _-------. 
Gold Swiss bracelet watch found in 
Great Hill lot. Contact Brian at rm. 229, 
Durgin Hall. 
ride/riders 
Need ride to Florida during spring break, 
will help share expenses. Contact Bill 
Cassano, room 230, Durgin Hall, 
ext.391. Thank you. 
Ride wanted to N.Adams or vicinity any 
weekend. Will share expenses. Call 
Kingston 585-8149, collect. 
Ride needed to Easton Mon, Wed, Fri 
after 11 am. Tue, Thurs after 9 am. Will 
share expenses. Call 238-4843 after 6:30 
pm. 
Ride wanted to UMass, Amherst for 
weekend of 18th. Will share expenses_ 
Contact Ann room 608 in Scott Hall. 
personals 
To the girls on the 1st Shea floor, The 
weekend was excellent! Suzie'Q how'k 
the Duxbury jog? Mare B-A·R-E, did 
John go fisher-ing for a certain bun-bun? 
Peg·leg, why can we see Greg's ear~ 
now? Trainors, don't you like us? Laura-
lu, how much vodka? Barb, what can: I 
say?·Daniel was travelin' that nite on a 
plane! Lynne, I heard you "doug" up ·a 
pretty bad cold? Sam, does beercaps 
and turtlenecks and edos mean 
something to you? Corlk, you're such:a 
lambchop! Thanx for everything guys. 
We1l have to "play it again Sam"!! Love 
ya all!! Dabber McGee 
Flashin red light? Payoffs soon, 2 years 
equals 32 mill. Watch out for them 
joynts! A jeep to pull the boat for your 
B-Day. Speaking of which Happy 
She spilt it on 
Bushes. Jan 30, regurgitate, wipe my f'n 
mouth. This look alright? I'm 
embarrassed. Orange bedspread! Best 
of friends. K'rin Wilson, Ski Bum. 
Val: What we live todayare memories for 
tomorrow,asC, QT, NT, Chuckles, 
Valentines cards, Matthew, Mark, Luke, 
John, Gert, vegetables, Uncle Miltie, 
Hot Chocolate, biblical readings in the 
cafe, soup (blah!), vacation plans, teddy 
bears, US Catholic, chocolate chip 
cookies, 10 o'clock, 12 o'c1<;>ck, Kards to 
Kentucky, Baby Blue, Plaid vests, 
Giggles, friendship, Jove, caring ... 
Sunshine. 
Classified Ad Form 
Cirate·-H~.\':<'· 





LOST & FOUND 
RIDE/RIDERS 
OTHER: ____________ :....-______ -.-
~~~~-foIowt: --:---____________ "'""'"'---.;.. _______ _ 
"'-'-.-. 
CIOaifieds tri free /tw o/I.t .... t1f~ 
foxuItv, "4. and oc6niniilration oj BSC_ 
"While he was at dinner in the house it 
happened that a number of sinners came 
and sat at the table with Jesus and his 
, disciples. When the Pharisees saw this, 
they said to his disciples, "Why does 
your master eat with tax collectors and 
sinners?" When he heard this he replied 
"It is not the healthy who need the 
doctor, but the sick. Go and learn the 
meaning of the words: What I want is 
mercy, not sacrifice. And indeed, I did 
not come to call the virtuous, but 
sinners." Matt 9:10-13. 
To Jane and Jim at F"SC. Well, Jane, now 
it's your tum. We love you, but will you 
love us? 
Washington was the place 
where the two of them met, 
It was love at first site 
cuz they both liked to pet. 
Then off to the Cape 
the two, they did go, 
The weekend was spent 
frolicking to and fro. 
Into her room late at night 
he did sneak 
Climbing in bed with her 
he caught quite a peakl 
The breathing got heavy 
They were having such fun 
The rest is obscene 
but we know what did "come". 
At six in the morning 
the two they did part 
and back to his bed 
he quickly did dart 
The weekend is over 
they are now back at school 
they remember that weekend 
and constantly drool!! 
Sign~d, 
The minority and majority 
from B.S.C. 
Louie- you are the biggest burnout in the 
world!! Keep up the good work. Hope we 
have a great semester in our new 
apartment. You know 1'\1 drop you!\ 
Kirby·B It's been a Even 
though it's not the. same· ~ Ditto. P.S. 
How's Tootsie RoJls?RCB 
. DD: DVWYISINF MGO is fine. Hope 
JKE will have her needs fulfilled. IWY 
and IGTMY. LL Helio MGO and nello 
JKE! A special hello toT,M,S,F,A, , 
T,M,T,B,J,D,R. To the people who are 
glad to be away from home remember 
home sweat home is where you can 
scratch where it itches. Room 22222220 
Gert, as· President of the Bridgewater 
State National Chapter of the Uncle M. 
Fan Club we are honoring you this week 
for your many talents and abilities which 
include being able to build towers of salt 
and pepper shakers which survive the 
course of time, drinking more black 
coffee than anyone we know and being 
able to take printed notes. You are the 
only person we know with cigarettes that 
: are decorated with messages and blue, 
· racing stripes~ The 10:45 Cafe Company. 
To my friends on the 4th on the Hill. 
Thanks for making my .. very first 
weekend at SSC reallywicked normal. L 
· finally did It, with a lot of help from all of 
. you. Spectel thanks' to Because you 
know why? and my'pinkroomyl Love 
YOU all, Envy. 2/12/77~ . 
Di,. Sue and Patsy-Thank you all for the . 
beautiful birthday wish. I reaRy· thought· 
.yqu were going to include something 
abol,lt, MG·l'm glad yqu didi{tl That's 
;ight Diane, this .is a "'thank you note"! 
Take care you all· Love, MZ. 
To my favorite librarian, I'm sorry Hike 
guys but I'm even sorrier that I can't love 
To George the guitar player on 5th floor 
Shea Hall. I'm looking for the right one, 
but f only have eyes for you. I'm sick of 
being alone, be my friend. The Front 
Runner. 
To Marlborough Man, I can't understand 
what's going on. All I know is that if you 
, don't let me know soon I won't know to 
do. Friends are friends but this is 
ridiculous. r thought I could live with it 
but I'm beginning to think that I can't. 
Love, Left Out 
Diane, It was ARRIDl Better luck next 
time! Mich 
Andie or should I say SON! Maybe next 
time if we're lucky someone will hire us to 
do the entertaining! Father 
FAT BILL· You think the pranks on you 
have ended - well you are wrong! Watch 
where you go in the night - Signed, the 
Phantom Snort . 
Chopper, how was your weekend? Not Dabber McGee, Stocking up on the 
. as boring as mine I hope. I counted baby oil? Stick it in your ear! You really 
bricks and talked to the walls. Teddy was do get t{) the point. I really dig those 
bare all weekend. Where's the ring? claws. Your Desperate Man 
How's Marcus? Button up, It's cold 
outside! Any "Gea-action"? EEEE! You 
shouldn't oughta do that! Yack 
,Sue C., Hi Sue, Franny and Big Birg 
really like those skirts - but it is the knee 
socks that make the outfit! Don't drop 
your hand over the bedside or someone 
will get it! 36 hours on a bus, think we can 
take it!! Get psyched to go to Florida! 
How many Vodka Collins' did you 
have?? How is BIG BIRD in bed?? 
Franny has a matching one· more her 
size - you r 2 favorite roomies!! 
To the backwards Italian in 913 -Been for 
any car rides lately? It must have been all 
that greasy Italian food! Too bad you 
missed the game, it was really good. Hit's 
any consolation, RAK says you're nice. 
As time turns so does my stomach! Ella 
Joanie- Did Chris really call you last 
week? He probably did, to ask you about 
your morning sickness! By the way, he 
likes Peterson and Bethany. ['m 
watching the mail for my wedding 
invitation. Love,Snaked. 
Mary Hartman alias Mrs. Headusher, Danny P, You are a really "nice" guy in 
get.ting glads toned with dancing queen, every way, EXCEPT·you wear polyester 
remember muffler drop out blues. When pants. Now this isn't the end of world. 
will RK fall off his shoes? Want to have a You still have time to change. Corduroys 
sing along in my 69?The Sex Maniac. PS: and dungarees would be satisfactory. 
Lee Anne is in love with M&M's. Think About It, Okay? Don't worry we 
stiIllove you with your polyester pants -
Happy 19th birthday Snow! Are you Your Secret Admirers 
ready for it. Hope you can handle it ! Be 
careful but RAISE HELL. Couldn't have Amiga: Always enjoyed your company 
found a better roommate! (than me· only and alwa~s wil\' Looked tor you last 
opened t() yOU.· For the one who asks, ,Distances· shall ... never· keep us apart. 
alwaysreceives,theone who searches Wish we could~get together more often; 
, always finds;. the one who knocks will You brighten me up! L:mg Distance. PS: 
always· have. the .door opened to· him. H . Happy Birthday! . 
Dangerous Curves: Too bd thoSe curves 
aren't· dangerous. They are more like 
fried eggs. As far as that button. is 
concerned there is no need to advertise. 
Don't judge a book by it's cover but 
yours is the naked .truth. Eyes. 
Wayne R, "All the time I thought that I 
was wrong wanting to be me, but 
needing to belong - If I'd just believedin 
all I had - if someone would have 
said ... you're not so bad." What 
happened. Why can~t we talk to one 
another. Deb 
Frank- In case you don't know it there 
area few things you don't know. For one, 
nobody Uses SEX MANUALS anymore. 
Most people use their instincts. Maybe 
you should . take lessons? Second, 
Tuesday nights are killing me, I'm too 
worn· out for my nine o'clock class on 
Wed. morning. Slow down, take it easy 
and not so rough next Tues. Animal! 
Kinky 
Karen and Kris . Who went bowling 
every Mon. and Wed. afternoon last 
semester where are YOll? We miss you. 
. . . We want another experience like the one 
Craig, A fOnd Httle note With a wish just that night in BOston remember? Please 
for you, 1iappv Belated Valentine's let us know next issue if you still care! 
day ... Happy every day too! Better late. We've got to talk ·etc ... How about a 
·than never.E. weekend at the Cape? Dying to match 
"HI' - Crank it up, remember,you've got 
our grooves together. again. We11 start 
making plans. Hawk and Sparrow 
your number 1 fan behind you! Got to ------'--------.......-,--
down on those "post game" drinking Yes, this is your personal ! The flame 
parties. We could get hooked on that hasn't died yet, baby! Thanks for the 
MD! Dog-tree; or· how about· an roses! Ein Lieber? 
argument. Talk about leading the blind 
. around!!! Thanks. "Feelin stronger every 
day ... ~ Love, G. T. . 
Bun, just wanted to say thank you for the 
Valentine Day card. It was very sweet of 
you. 111 remember what you said. Me 
Liz, How did you get. Vinny. to pose for 
that picture? I realize you were under his . Terry, Welcome to BSCI You know, it's 
raincoat but I didn't know YOllhad a just like old times, isn'tit?It really is great 
cameral' What an angle! Heads liP!! to see yourface around.lfyoueverneed 
anything, you know where I am. Love, 
to: mbfWwrtlm. th~nkfforeverything Big Sis.PS;Happy 19th Birthday! 
· you. I'm looking for the right one, but I'd 
only turn BI for you. The. Front Runner ' 
and,· remem~rGod watches and 
. p~otects us· aU (espesdaJly from 
Vamps!).trom: ybfwwnly·, . 
TeJohn N., Thank you very much for 
the ValE!Otine's Day flower. It was a 
pleasant surprise! Don't hesitate'to ask 
for my services again I Love, Joan Tothecat. Holmes and associates are on 
To KithyKang, . great time. Thursday. the case "8"'s time is at hand. Will we 
Hope you tOQ. Want fix with J maybe reveal his name next week? Watch and To Space Shot & Co;- jinded by the 
soon. Shall we have . bagles arid hot see in next weeks' Comment. Sherlock light, .. " Uncle Sam's. No more letters to, 
chocolate together? Next time you take 'Holmes, Esquire the Bill."The things we do for love." 
a shower clean the hair out of the drain, Suddenly my SniDe is brighter, my step IS 
also bring your own pillow. PLEASE! Gigi, I love Tuesday nights but .last we~k Iignter, my heart is high, and so am I. 'We 
fWItitrte. Watch out for· the Nt" (it's got a mean you· tore my skimpy little night gown. freed the shells! Another member to the 
~~~--- bite),2¢ isn't muchbut you did your best. You know the one I borrowed from K.I Co., Welcome aboard Janet. Back for 
. FOr 01 Of&ers.· rafeI .. 'I.SO I*' column inch. 
TotQI~,~c~: ...,..,.-::,.:--:-------...;------.............. ---~~ .. : . Happy Valenti.n~~s ,?ay 9H!<.Am.~la~e, .. ~~n't,af~ord tO,gIve y,ou anymoriey this. another fun filled week at esC. Mr. 
; . sorry. Love (I think) a.Eo' ' - . '. < ~'.' ~,:we'ek; ,Sorry, I.'t'\1l:ir~~,.your;,.F.air,.t.aj:ly, Stare~ y;our.stil1 the. one.· Love, Space; 
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~·_'~'~'~ .• ~.0,: .. ~.,c .•• _ .• ·c. ····~·~~t'; ~ " .~~ .;'.~ . ~~~I 
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e Arts 
HELLO OUT THERE 
set for MARCH 1 
B:,,' Dcnald Cap€rl 
The third-quarter Studio 
Productic!1, under the direction of 
Ste'.:e Martin, will be 
presented or: Tuesdas;, March 1st at 
11:00 a,m. and 7:30 p.m. in the 
Horace Mann Auditorium at 
Bovden Hall. 
Heno Out There a one·act 
pia): 01.' William Saroyan, tells about 
the badluck of an intinerant gambler 
who is arrested and iailed in a small 
Texas town, charg~d v.ith rape. 
The charge is a lie, but the only one 
who understands and believes him 
is a young girl who cooks for the jail. 
The qarnbler eventually gives . 
all his money to the girl before a mob 
breaks into the jail and the lying 
woman's husband shoots him. 
The small and talented cast 
features Paul Healy as the Qambler, 
Peg Thayer as the girl, and Michael 
Duarte as the husband. The 
performance is being sponsored by 
the communication arts and 
sciences department at BSC. 
It is hoped that all students attend 
this unique entertainment. 
Admission is free! 
DREAMSHOOTING 
by Stephen Jennings 
Eariy- Saturday morning brought recreate the blending of fantasy and 
a unique event to Arlington. Mass. reality experienced by a dreamer. 
Film maker Ted Spagan moved his Actual events in the life of actress 
nventy man company into a Deborah Dobski will be filmed 
dreamlike mansion overlooking the documentary style as they occur 
Boston skyline and began shooting and will be combined with 
his latest work Dreamfilm. recreations of her actual dreams. 
Dream/iIm is the result of a The actors who portray themselves 
collaboration between Spagna and wil1 improvise their dialogue. 
Dr. Allan Hobson, a neuro- "This is not an arbitrary 
psychologist and fellow faculty approach" asserted Spagna,"for 
member at Harvard, who has been there are many parallels between 
studying the dream process. dreams and films. We know that a 
Spagna is attempting to make a film sleeper goes through four dream 
using the syntax of the dream cycles (ninety minutes each) on an 
experience itself as it is being. average night. Ninety minutes is the 
uncovered by Dr. Hobson and other lengthof a feature film." 
researchers_ In these senses, Dreamfilm is an An example: He is planning to adventure in realism. 
-,~jl/;r,2tM~(i~; 
Tne addition of 'The Teacher", a Sunday, February 27th. The artist, 
striking 9' x 12' wall hanging by would-famed in the fields of church 
Newport artist Ade Bethune, to the J design, stained glass and liturgical 
art coUection of The Clement C. ,ilrt, will be guest of honor. . 
Maxwell Library, will be marked at a . Students, members of the faculty 
reception in the library's third floor and the public are invited to the 
exhibit area 2 to 4 p.m. 
5HO\JN E.\lEN\NG~ 
7:00 eq !~O P.M. 
._---- ------ -_._-------------------- ----
BSC Children's Theatre to Present 
THE GREAT CROSS COUNTRY RACE 
. ,~ 
, Dr. Richard Warye, of BSC Theatre, talks with cast at a recent rehearsal. The group will present "The Great Cross-Country-Race--The Tortoise and the Hare" during the second and third weeks of March. 
Bridgewater - The highly-acclaimed $.45 per person in groups of twenty 
Children's Theatre of Bridgewater or more, and .75 per person for 
State College -which since 1969 has single admissions, children and 
entertained nearly 70,000 area adults. 
"I think children are going to 
enjoy this play because it has action, . 
a story involving animals - always 
popular with young people - and a 
plot they can follow a'nd understand 
easily. It's a fun play," he says. 
children with annual performances. Like all plays performed in the 
will present its spring production Children's Theatre, "The Great 
"The ,Great Cross Cou~try Race Cross Country Race (The Tortoise (The Tortoise and The Hare)" and The Hare)" was selected for its 
during the second and third weeks anitcipated appeal to children ages 
The performers will be students 
from the College's Ensemble 
Theatre Group, the Organization 
whicl in collaberation with the 
Department of Communication 
Arts and Sciences sponsors the 
Children's Theatre. 
of March. three to ten. 
Dr, Richard Warye, Professor of "Each year the Children's Theatre 
Communication Atts and Sciences seeks to encourage and stimulate 
at the College, and Director of the the natural creative imaginations of, ChildrensTheatre, announces children through the medium of live "There are a total of thirteen 
and Tuesday, March 14 and 15; and 
a 10:00 a.m. performance on 
Wednesday, March 16. 
The performances will be held in 
the Student Union Building 
Auditorium on the BSe campus, 
says Dr. Warye, and admission is 
to do that." 
"For many of them, this is their 
first opportunity to see real people: 
acting outside of the television tubE! 
or the movie screen. It is a first hand 
experience, and therefore morEi, 
vivid and lasting. We hope that 
perhaps through an experience 
such as this they may develop a life-
long interest in the arts, and be 
receptive to a wide variety of similar 
activities on a continuing basis." 
"The Great Cross Country Race 
(The Tortoise and The Hare)" is 
freely adapted from Aesop's Fables 
by Allen Broadhurst,. and it is, 
according to Dr. Warye, a lively tale 
which uses the theme of "an animal 
olympic game" to weave the age"..old 
st6ry of the ,C@rltest between the 
. speec\y' iabbit . and the slow 
methodical turtle. 
altogether there are some sixty~··-~ ... ,,--
students associated with the 
production either on the stage or in 
some other phase, such as 
costumes, scenery, and lighting.' 
They all have a committment to this, 
and in fac t they voluntarily give up 
one week of .their March spring 
vacation in order to do it_" 
hi addition to its performances on 
the BSCcampus, the Children's 
Theatre also goes ~'Qn the road" to 
selected area schools, and this year 
two off·campus performances are 
scheduled. 
Further information .on the 
Children's Theatre and its spring 
production can be· obtained by 
calling 697-8321, extension 231, 
Monday through Friday from 9:00 
a.m. to 3:00p.m. 
AREA NOTES 
"American Pastimes" a major Phiiip O'Brien at 588-0000. 
exhibition concerning the concepts The ?roposition Revue Boston's 
of leisure .and recreation from the long-running improvised musical, JacksonianEra to WorldWarI will will move into the Charles 
take place at the. Brockton Art Playhouse Cabaret 75 Warrenton Center from Jan. 27- April 17. The St., Boston, on Wednesday, 
·exhibition. which is· made possible February 16. The group will remain 
'by the Nationa{ Endowmentforthe .at the Cabaret for six weeks, with Humanities, wWinclude paintings, an 6ptionto stay longer if business 
. prints, decorative arts and warrants it. The Inman Square, 
antiques. ' , , Cambridge Propostiion Theatre will 
Such. activities as music, theatre, remain open and continue to 
carnivals outings, and trove;. present original scripted works. parties and holidays, home games The Proposition's latest hit, ·<tSoap" 
children at play, arts and crafts,ond will continue to play in Cambridge. ' 
sports, including baseball; .For further information call 876· basketball, hunting,fishing, skating, 0088 
. boxing tennis, boating swimming, The Cheapest Ticket price in the 
riding and bicycling will be workd has· been . set. tor ali·· 
represented. 
. . Wednesday 8:30 p.m. perform-
In addition to paintings, and' ances of' uYhe Proposition Revue" 
prints, objects such as toys, quilts, at the Charles Playhouse Cabaret, 99¢ ALL TIMES 99¢ . scrimshaw, clothing, carousel Beginning0[l February 23 these animanls, illustrated books . and tickets wiJl·costfive centsand will go 
sheet music are included in the on sale at 7 p.m. the night of the 



















































Bears Top Nichols 
by Tom O'Brien 
After playing one of their best games of the 
season last Thursday (Feb. 10) against 
Nichols College, the Bears dropped two in a . 
row to leave them with a dismal 7-15 record. 
BSC 87, Nichols 65- After writing last week's 
article about the warm weather, it appeared 
that the Bears had truly come out of their 
freeze. In what could have been a close game, 
BSC played textbook basketball both halves 
to whip Nichols College 87-65. 
Brian Parsons continues to dominate 
Bridgewater scoring as he tallied 23 points, 
Steve Crocetti (16), Doug Daniels (10), and 
Mike Chenez (10) also hit double figures for 
the Bears. As a matter of fact, each of 
Bridgewater's eleven team members had at 
least 4 points in the game. Carl Boen made his 
pressure felt on the"court with nine assists. 
Worcester St. 82, BSC 68- It-was right back 
into the Bears freeze for this game. The Bears 
trailed at the half by 39-25. Had it not been for 
the first 20 minutes, this game might have 
been interesting. The. Bears matched 
Worcester St. point for point over the final 20 
minutes; each team scored 43. But the 
damage had already been done. 
Doug Daniels led Bridgewater with 15. 
points, while Billy English added 12 in the 
losing cause. 
Framingham S1. 62, BSC 48- This game took 
an opposite turn from last Saturdays game 
with Worcester. After the 1st half the Bears 
trailed only 24-23. But the final 20 minutes was 
the downfall in this one. Framingham tallied 
38 2nd half points to BSC's 23 to put the 
contest out of reach. High scorers for the 
Bears were Brian Parsons with 14 points and 
Billy English with 10. 
WOlDen's J.V. Undefeated 
The Junior Varsity basketball teams of 
recent years have ranked near the top of the 
list of BSC's most successful teams. In the 
past three years the teams have turned in 
impressive 8-0,7-2, and 9-0 logs, and it liiks as 
if the team this year is no exception. 
The 1977 JV Bears under first year coach 
and BSC grad Linda Sears, consist of co-
captains Donna Arcudi and Kris Anderson; 
junior May Ann Bonalewicz, sophs Becky 
Welch, Cheryl Nelson, and Mary Markt, and 
freshmen Joyce Wilson, Angie Vierra, Dawn 
Henderson, Eileen. Crocetti, Marianne 
Corbett and Maureen Manning. 
With 4 games down and 4 to go, they are 4-
0, and have had little trouble handling any of 
the teams they've faced to date. 
This season debut was a 77-57 romp over 
Bristol Community College, followed by a 71-
Offensively the Bears are led by Kris 
Anderson, hitting at a 13-point clip. Close 
behind are Cheryl Nelson, Donna Arcudi, 
Dawn Henderson and Mary Markt, averaging 
11,9,7 and7 points respectively. 
Reboung-wise, the JV's are grabbing 51 a 
game, with Anderson averaging 9, Nelson 8, 
Markt 7 and Arcudi 5 per game. 
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J.V.'s Sink 
Wentworth 
by JoAnn Merzigan 
J. v.' s Doug Mildram produced a strong, 
game high, 25 points to lead the surge as the 
Bears downed Wentworth College 86-72 
here, last Thursday night. High scorers 
behind Mildram were Percy Cooke with 14, 
and Bob "0" Olson with 12. 
"You're not getting older, you're getting 
better", could have been the theme for the 
strong alumni victory over the J.V. Bears last 
Saturday night. Former BSC B·ban players 
proved that good talent rarely dies as they 
downed the J.V.'s 89-103. 
This game could not be printed as an upset, 
however, as some fine shooting and strong 
rebounding kept the J.V.'s within points of 
their more experienced counterparts. The 
Alumni jumped to a 2-8 lead within seconds of 
the game, but the J. V:s fought back to a 22·20 
gain by the end of the first 10 minutes of game 
time. By the end of the first half, the Alumni 
had taken a 12 point lead and the scoreboard 
flashed 41-53. Highlight of the first half was a 
perfect swish as "Slim" Billings took a shot 
from center court at the half time buzzer to 
pull points closer to the Alumni. 
Returning from the half, the Alumni took 
advantage of numerous fumbles by the J. v.' s 
and gained a sudden 20 point lead. But a final 
surge of energy brought the J.v.'s within 10 
points, which didn't prove enough as time ran 
out and the buzzer sounded. The Alumni 
remained on top 89-103. 
Scoring for the J.v:s were "Slim"Billings-
21, Doug Mildram-19, Percy Cooke-13, Steve 
Haykes-lO, Barry Mansel-9, Bob 0Ison-6, 
Chris Parker-4, and Howie Reske-2_ . 
Leading scorers for the Alumni were Mike 
Tikonoff-22, Rich Brennan-19, Gene Walcott-
16 and Matt Mendes-14; 
J.V.'s next game is tomorrow night as they 
host Salem State. 
Swimmers Top Colby 
North Dartmouth: The BSe men's swim 
team emerged with their fifth victory of what 
has shaped up to be a long season with a 
'squeaker' over Colby College Last Saturday 
in a double-dual meet in which Colby also 
swam host SMU. 
The Bears pulled out the victory by winning 
the final event of the day, the 400 yd freestyle 
relay, in which the team of freshman Tom 
MacMasters, Mark Mark Mariani, Russ 
Clough, and ·Ken Curran turned in a 
respectable 3:35.99 time to Colby's 3:43.7. 
An outstanding effort was turned in by co-
captain Rick Battistini, who scored victories 
in the 200 freestyle, 500 freestyle, and placed 
second in the 200 individual medley. CO-Capt 
Mike Arsenault scored victories in the 50 and 
100 yd free events while Steve Money won the 
200 individual medley and again broke his 
Last Wednesday, the Bears hosted Boston 
College and Norwich in a double-dual meet, 
which saw the Bears dominate the Eagles but 
fall to the Cadets. The Bears bested the 
Eagles by a score of 66-28, falling to Norwich 
63-41. 
Leading the way for the Bears that night was 
Co-Captain Rick Battistini, winner of the 200 
and 500 free, and Mike Arsenault (Co-Capt), 
winner of the 50 and 100 free, and Steve 
Money, winner of the individual medley and 
breaking a team record with a 2:23.5 in the 
200 breaststroke. . 
The BSC swimmers have been suffering 
from a lack of depth this season, but 
swimming well have been Jon Kowinski, Russ 
Clough, Ken Curran, Tom Nordberg, Dan 
Trainor, Mark Mariani, Ken Mierzykowski, 
Dan Desmond, Greg Boyd, and Bob 
Duquette. 







CAREER DAY '77' 
Feb. 23 
. Come And Explore The 
Many Exciting Professional 
Fields Open T o You! 
We have representatives 









communications arts director 
careers in art museums 
social service administration 
nurse, physician's assistant 
legal photographer 








emergency. medical technician 
Peace Corp, Vista 
fashion buyer 
. environmental chemist 
industrial trainer 
So ComeAnd Explore! 
Wed. Feb~. 23 
In the SU Ballroom 
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The game was maned by 70 minutes in 
minor penalties that destroyed the flow of 
play and prevented any semblance of college 
hockey from being played that night. 
. Jake. McDermott, a freshman right wing 
from Weliesley, scored two goals (including 
the winner) and added an assist. Jim 
O'leary, Dan Mark and John Davis wer the 
other scorers for Bridgewater State. 
The Bears will host the powerful and very 
explosive (when placed next to a hot stove) 
Fitchburg State Falcons Saturday night in a 
7:30 p.m. tilt at Crossroads Arena in West 
Bridgewater. They then travel to Boston 
State next Wednesday before returning 
home to face Framingham State on Friday. 
February 25 at 7:30 p.m. The season draws to 
a close. next Saturday as the Bears will face 
Bryant College· at SmithfieldjRhodelsland. 
Be sure to get there before all the seats are 
taken! 
CROSSCHECKING--Leading scorers for 
the Bears include Pat Galvin (24 pts.), Paul 
Kelly (23 pts.), Jake McDermott (22 pts.), 
Dennis Bertoni (18 pts.), John Fisher (17 
pts.), Matt Gillespie (16 pts.), Tim Manning 
(lA pts.) and Tim Moreau (13pts.) .... 
Incidentally, Bertoni is just . 4 assists shy of 
breaking Paul Kelly's record for assists by a 
defenseman (20) in one season, set in 1975~ 
76.. . . Goaltender Deacon Perrotta's save 
. percentage. continues to improve (no~ at 
87.7) and he'll probably snap Jack Foley's 
record for highest percerita~e in one season 
(85.1 in 1975-76) .... Some more statistical 
. comparisons with last year~.the Bears now 
have 548 shots on goal in 17 games, just one 
~ort of their 22·game total last year. BSC 
has . lowered the opponents' power play 
conversion to 24.4 % (29.3% last year) while 
raising its own from 23.1% to 23.9%. 
Bridgewater has already won more games 
this season (7) than it did all last year (6) .... 
There will be no more buses to BSC hockey 
games (home OR away) due to vandalism on 
one of the buses enroute-to the Holy Cross 
game on January 28. 
• '~.' II ~. 
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SPORTS 
Judy Blinstrub (45) and Eileen Tibbets (13) go for a rebond against Springfield-
photo by Betty Jenewin 
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Springfield Sends Bears Reeling 
- 'BSCbarely had time tOr~c6vetfroman 87- ' •. fouled SpringfiekltWice, with SC frosh Laurie 
77 sflOcking at the hands of U Mass when Smith picking up 3 free throw points to tie it 
Springfield College sentthe Bears reeling with Two Springfield steals-and-hoops later 
another loss, 67-65_ So instead of being 5-0, as Bridgewater was down 67-63. With 22 
they should be at this point, the Bears are 3-2 seconds left, the SC player with the ball 
and hoping to end their brief 2-game skid. signalled for a time·out. And even though 
. The ,statistics are decieving for the BSC-SC BSC's Karen Baptista was hanging on to the 
st. Bridgewater outrebounded ball, what looked an awful lot like a jump ball 
badly 57·24, outscored Springfield was ruled a Springfield time·out. Must be a 
the floor 56·54, and also hit a higher new rule. 
of free throws, 64% to 50%. When time was in again, Springfield missed 
r, fouls and turnovers effectively a shot and Denise Beres2niewic2 hit hit one to 
any advantage BSC, gained in the 
make it67 -651~ se's favor. With 3seconds on losses and attempt t(f'ma~l:'!i:'e!J:f':'fdrthe 
the clock Baptista once again tied up the disappointments with a strong showing from 
Springfield player with the ball, and they this point on. 
stood there holding on to it together as time Tip ins: Sue Serino, team scorebook handler, 
ran out. When the final buzzer awakened the was accidently omitted from the list of 
ref, he signalled for the jump ball, (which acknowledgements of behind.the.scene 
would've been taken under Bridgewater's contributors in the last article ..... Renee 
basket), but there was no time left on the Desabnes and Nina McVie won the "Name 
clock and Springfield had won. It's all part of That Bear" contest, held to give the team 
the record books now, and the Bears will be mascot a name ..... liz Sullivan says hi to 
doing the only thing they can do - try to everyone ..... 
correct the weaknesses that led to their 
nding, scoring, and shooting-
categories . .The Bears committed 
the Chiefs 16, and so sent SC to the 
stripe 26 times (13 attempts 
lCCE~ssful), while only' shooting 14 free 
vi Bears Split • In Hockey Action 
themselves (hitting on9). Also, 
:1C1~IeIAJat~~r turned the ball over 35 times . 
probably, the main reason the Bears were 
~:urtable to maintain leads they held of up to 12 
,paints. 
At the half, the Bears were up 31-26, but 
turnovers and defensive lapses later 
'surrendered the lead, trailing 50-46 at the 
mark. Credit Senior Judy Blinstrub with 
Bridgewater in the game from this 
on. Blinstrub canned several corner 
IHt'Yl,no.,,:, and grabbed a handful of rebounds, 
eventually BSe clirnbed back on top. A 
third effort tip~in by Kathy Parker at 
gave Bridgewater a 63·60 advantage, but' 
game was far from over. 
the next 30 seconds the Bears 
By Kevin Hanron 
Bridgewater State's Division II hockey 
team split a pair of home games in the past 
week, . dropping a 6-5 decision to Bryant 
College and then rebounding last Saturday to 
defeat Massachusetts Maritime Academy, 5-
l. 
The Bears had their chances against 
Bryant last ~ednesday at Crossroads Arena, 
but just couldn't score when they had to. 
BSC ·tied the game three times at 1·1, 2-2 and 
4-4, 'but third period goals by Mark Inman and 
Bill T rinque put the honey out of reach ofthe 
Bears. 
The visitors from Smithfield, R.L scored 
first before BSC tri-captain Pat Galvin scored 
the first of his 2 goals of the night to tie the 
Gymnast Record Drops 
A 96.55-94.20 loss to U Conn drops the 
gymnastics team record to 2-4. 
Although Bridgewater took firsts in the 
Vaulting, Unevens, Floor Excercise and AIl-
, 'Around catories, a weak showing on the 
beam was the difference in this one. 
Gail Anderson (7.15) placed first in 
vaulting, and Linda Surman (6.8) and Sue 
. Moore (6.65) won third and fourth places 
respectively. On uneven bars, Diane 
Newsham and Gail Anderson finished one· 
two, posting scores of 6.2 and 5.6. Sue 
Ganley's 7 .5in floor excercise was tops in that 
category, 'and lynne Scott grabbed fourth 
place with a 6.45. On beam, Gail Anderson 
came in second, scoring 6.4, and NoraKenny 
took fourth with a 6.0 
Gail Anderson's overall score of 25.25 gave 
BSe a first in the AlI-A'round competition. 
game at one goal apiece. Bryant forged ahead 
again late in the opening stanza, but Dan 
Mark, a junior defenseman from Stoughton 
and a 1974 Brockton Enterprise All-
Scholastic, boomed a 60-ft. slaps hot past 
netminder Tom Klozajust 13 seconds into the 
second period to knot the score at two-all. 
Two power play goals by Dan Dolce 
seemingly P.\.It Bryant ahead to stay, but eSC 
tallied twice in a span of 16 seconds to tie the 
contest once more. Paul Kelly and Joe Call lit 
the red lamp for the Bears, but Bryant scored 
twice more to clinch the win despite Pat 
Galvin's goal with 2:20 left in the game. 
Last Saturday the . Bears played Mass. 
Maritime as a replacement for New Haven, 
dropped from the original schedule due to 
budget cutbacks. And, although BSe won, 5-
1, it has to be rated as one of the worst college 
hockey games ever played at Crossroads 
Arena, as the Division III Buccaneers, skating 
as if they were swabbing the decks, were 
aided by some of the most incompetent 
officiating ever witnessed by this writer. 
continued pge. 7 
Graham to Coach Harriers 
By Kevin Hamon 
Athletic Director Edward c.' Swenson 
announced last Thursday that Mr. Scott 
Graham of Melrose ,will be the 1977 
Bridgewater State cross country coach. 
A 1973 graduate of the University of 
Bridgeport, Graham is one of the fastest long 
distance runners in the area, running with the 
Greater Boston Track Club. 
Some of his achievements include a first place 
finish in the "Great Marshfield Road Race" (20 
km) in 1976 with a time of 64:01; a 14th place 
finish in the 1976 Falmouth Road Race; 20th 
place in the 1976 New York City Marathon in 
2:25:18; and 15th place in the Boston 
Marathon with a 2:25:14 clocking over the 
26.2 mile distance. 
While at the University of Bridgeport, 
Graham lettered in cross country and track 
for four years, and was elected captain in 1972 
and 1973. He was once timed in 8:53 in the 2-
mile run. 
Scott Graham is currently teaching math at 
the Plymouth·Carver Intermediate School, 
and for the past three years has been a 
counselor at the New England Cross Country 
School. 
The' new BSC coach has trained for some 
time with' Olympic competitor Bill Rodgers, 
and so his training techniq1,les are sure to 
develop winning cross country teams at BSC .. 
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